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At the start of the new financial year 24/25: 
Luther promotes six partners and six counsel 

Cologne, 27.06.2024 – Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH continues to grow and 

offers development prospects for all employees. Six new partners have been 

appointed and six further colleagues have been promoted to Counsel. 

▪ Iris Glönkler (Stuttgart), Dr Joachim Heinemann (Hanover/Hamburg), Johannes 

Klausch (Berlin), Katharina Klenk-Wernitzki (Berlin/Cologne), Dr Maximilian Kressner 

(Singapore) and Daniel Naumann (Leipzig) are appointed partner.  

▪ Dr Daniel Bischof (Hamburg), Dr Maresa Hormes (Essen), Benedikt Rechner (Berlin), 

Elena Recklin (Frankfurt), Dr Amos Münch (Hamburg) and Dr Sven C. Stumm 

(Frankfurt) are pleased about their promotion to counsel status this year. 

"I would like to congratulate those who have been promoted and thank them for their 

dedication and hard work over the past few years. I am delighted that we have such talented 

and committed new partners and counsel in our firm," says Elisabeth Lepique, Co-Managing 

Partner. "It is great to see that our firm is able to recognise and reward the outstanding 

performance of our employees. The promotions show continuity, growth and appreciation for 

our employees. I am confident that our new partners and counsel will play an important role 

in the future development of our firm," adds Dr Markus Sengpiel, also Co-Managing Partner. 

▪ Iris Glönkler is a specialist lawyer for construction and architectural law and has 

been with Luther since 2022. She advises public clients in particular on all 

construction and architectural law issues. 

▪ Dr Joachim Heinemann has been working as a lawyer in the areas of M&A, private 

equity and corporate since 2013 and joined Luther in 2017. His clients include 

investors, entrepreneurs, family offices, founders and managers. 

▪ Johannes Klausch began his career at Luther's Berlin office in 2014 and most 

recently headed Luther's Vietnam office as a local partner. He returns to Berlin as a 

partner and supports start-ups and internationally active companies in exploiting the 

opportunities of digitalisation. 

▪ Katharina Klenk-Wernitzki joined Luther in 2014 as a research assistant. She 

advises and represents national and international clients in all aspects of civil 

litigation, arbitration and alternative dispute resolution in Germany and Asia. 

▪ Dr Maximilian Kressner joined Luther in 2019, works in the Singapore office and 

primarily advises European companies on investment projects in the Asia/Pacific 

region with a focus on compliance. He will be a local partner in Singapore. 
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▪ Daniel Naumann advises public clients on pan-European public procurement, public 

tenders and complex procurement projects. He has been a lawyer at Luther since 

2015. 

The external new hires Marx Dauth for corporate law as of 1 February, Elisabeth Kohoutek 

and Dr Thomas Willaschek in the area of Health Care & Life Science as of 1 April and 1 June 

complement the internal promotions. Counsel Ricarda Essel also moved to Luther together 

with Dr Thomas Willaschek. 

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH  

Luther is a leading German commercial law firm that offers comprehensive legal and tax advice. The full -service 

law firm employs over 420 lawyers and tax advisors and is represented in ten German economic hubs as well 

as with 11 of its own international offices in key investment locations and financial centres in Europe and Asia. 

Its clients include medium-sized enterprises and large corporations, as well as the public sector. 

Luther works closely with other commercial law firms in all the prevailing jurisdictions. Luther is a member of 

unyer (www.unyer.com), a global organisation of leading professional services firms that cooperate exclusively 

with each other. 

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is a law firm with a business approach: our innovative awareness aspires 

us to provide our clients with customised legal advice that addresses individual needs and delivers the greatest 

possible economic benefit. All of Luther’s lawyers and tax advisers have a solid understanding of interdisciplinary 

matters and a wealth of experience in collaborating on complex tasks. In 2023, Luther was honoured as JUVE 

Law Firm of the Year for Public Procurement Law and JUVE Law Firm of the Year for Distribution, Trade and 

Logistics. Further information is available at: www.luther-lawfirm.com. 
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